The contributions to this issue's Views and Reviews speak to and move beyond reconciliation, examining how performance might participate in resurgence, resistance, and the creation of responsible relationships. They connect how we do things, how we know things, and how we cope when we can't know, considering the relationships between methodology and epistemology. Meditating on what we can do with the remains of the past, authors consider how one can be in relationship with the past and how performance can make the past sense-able. Contemplating relations with others, the essays and reviews also address responsibility: to ancestors, to oneself, to the experiences and voices of others, and to the future.
In the first essay, Jenn Cole examines how performance research methodologies can "undo our assumptions about what we know, about what constitutes knowledge, and about what constitutes good work." She argues that " [a] dmitting that one does not know can be a strategy for resisting paradigms of expertise, which are so often part of the dismissive cultures of colonial, capitalist patriarchy," and suggests that performative research methods can allow for an essential "situational and relational" recalibration of understandings of place and history. Responsible research relationships can lead to sustainable scholarship, slow work that can counter the academy's desire to "ingest, integrate, and expel knowledge."
Reflecting on his performance of Dear John; Louis David Riel, a site-specific performance in which he performed as Louis Riel before three statues of John A. MacDonald (in Regina, Kingston, and Ottawa), David Garneau describes how he turned to performance as "a public salve for a private itch" that his preferred mediums, as a painter and writer, "could not scratch." Like Cole, Garneau discusses the affective and sensory power of performance, explaining that, "[s]tubbornly sensual," performative intuitions 
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are "only activated through participation, through sense-ability rather than conceptualization." Performance functions as an epis temology, "exceed [ing] representation and explication to stimulate extra-rational sense," and allowing Garneau to express intuitions that "demand extraverted expression."
Questions about settler responsibility come to the fore in the third contribution, a transcript from a round table convened by Don Rubin which considered the ongoing legacy of George Ryga's 1967 play The Ecstasy of Rita Joe. Recognizing that producing the once groundbreaking play demands reckoning with complex histories, Rubin asks, "Did George Ryga in 1967 appropriate the voice of this country's First Nations? Or did he enable those voic es? . . . [I] s Rita Joe our story still? Is it time for us to be quiet?" The participants in the round table, non-Indigenous artists with professional and personal connections to the play, grapple with questions of appropriation, voice, and performance history. At one point in the discussion, Tanya Ryga, George Ryga's daughter, shares a comment her son made, which for me cut to the heart of the conversation; she recounts that her son said, "[I]t's not for us to decide what is or isn't appropriation. He said, 'The dominant culture should probably just step the fuck aside.'" Next, Mathew Arthur reviews Natalie Alvarez's book Immer sions in Cultural Difference: Tourism, War, Performance. Arthur notes that the book, which asks "what worlds are being made or unmade in immersive simulations of war and dark tourism across colonial and Indigenous histories, sites, and practices," demon strates that immersions, like the performance research methodolo gies Cole describes in her contribution, "can deny or disrupt the echoes of colonial knowing that claim knowledge of the other" but do "not guarantee knowing difference at all." In this issue's final contribution, Guillermo Verdecchia's review of Ric Knowles's book Performing the Intercultural City, we get another sense of possible futurities. Verdecchia notes that one of the strengths of Knowles's work is his commitment to relational accountability, to working and writing with rather than about artists. Relating that Knowles argues that the intercultural practices he considers "con struct new social identities and subjectivities, reconstituting the city as a heterotopia," Verdecchia comments that the book "may be-or offer a model of-such a heterotopia." Rounding out the issue, Alvarez and Knowles provide two possible scholarly models for settler participation in conciliation.
